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Fig. 1. (a) Network Graph Visualization (b) Radial Visualzation (Demo Site URL: http://203.234.55.97/politiz/un/) 

 
Abstract— In this paper, we present interactive visualization 

methods that analyze the relations between nations from UN 
General Assembly (UNGA) voting data. Our methods visualize 
the relations in several aspects such as specific issues or time 
period. UNGA voting data contains of 5211 resolutions from 1946 
to 2012. For this work, we designed a similarity, metrics between 
nations and developed two different visualization method-based 
similarity metrics. The first one is Network Graph Visualization 
which identifies the relations between nations, applying the 
voting result of annual United Nations General Assembly 
resolutions with Social network graph. Next, Proximity based 
Circular Visualization illustrates relations between the nations 
focusing on a specific country, or changes in the voting pattern 
between nations in a sequential manner. As a research result, we 
discovered that Proximity based Circular Visualization would 
lead to better analysis when focusing on individual nodes, 
whereas Network Graph Visualization brings more distinct 
results on the similarity pattern between countries. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Social network visualization is a method of visualization in 

order to suggest the relations between factors formed in a 
certain network, based on nodes and ties. Applied in a variety 
of fields, Social Graphs on politics are used to understand the 
international relations. However, if a network graph has a lot of 
nodes, it is difficult to recognize the precise relations between 
nodes due to edge crossing. Moreover, there are limitations 
such as difficulty to understand the relations focusing on a 
certain country, nor in a chronological order. This study aims 
to create a visualization method to improve such shortcomings. 

We selected UN general assembly resolutions as a sample data 
[1], and refined such results so as to utilize for a new 
visualization method. Two approaches were designed, which 
include network graph visualization to represent the similarity 
of votes between the countries, and proximity-based circular 
which enables a single country-based understanding with a 
chronological order. We conducted user awareness experiment 
towards the two visualizations. 

II. MAIN PROPOSAL 

A. Data Processing 
Two different methods were adopted to create a similarity 

matrix, out of UN general assembly resolution voting data to 
design network graph visualization and proximity-based 
circular visualization. Similarity level on Network Graph 
visualization was measured as a probability of same attitudes 
on the vote of both countries. Following is the voting similarity 
between country A and B [2]. 

      (1) 
 

Similarity level on the Proximity based Circular 
visualization is calculated with ‘Proximity of Voting data’. 
Each voting result of the two countries is compared, estimated 
as a value with weigh and sign, and accumulated. Illustrated 
below is the formation. 

                               (2) 
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B. Network Graph Visualization 
Network Graph Visualization, a socia

Force-Directed  method shows the dist
countries according to the UN general assem
period, while covering the cluster of coun
voting patterns as the previous social netw
shown. Fig. 1 (a) indicates the design of
Visualization. 

C. Proximity based Circular Visualization 
Proximity based Circular Visualization 

visualization and Time series similarity vis
visualization indicates a clearer beginning p
the nodes are located in a radial form based o
node, compared to a network graph method
node. Moreover, it allows intuitive analysis 
being hindered by edge crossing, due to the
of each node. Time series similarity visualiza
as a form of line graph, after defining 
continually changing value depending on t
country, to allow users to easily trace the v
sequential manner. Proximity refers to the
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the attitudes of two countries. For instance
countries have voted from proposal 1 to
between the two countries means a final valu
weighing and signing the values between th
and opposite votes on each proposal [3
between Radial Visualization and 
Visualization is as follows. Fig. 1 (a), as a
based network graph as previously mentio
similarity relations of the overall vote result 
(b), Radial Visualization, represents the inte
focusing on USA, where Germany and Russ
according to the correlation. While Radial Vi
1 (b) shows higher similarity between USA a
the one between USA and Russia, Network
Fig. 1 (a) indicates the opposite result. This i
since the similarities between “USA” 
neighboring Russia” are higher than the on
and “Countries neighboring Germany”, beca
are affected by the force of attraction and re
that “European countries (orange node) sha
patterns with USA” was additionally revea
node-focused visualization, which has not
from a network graph. A line graph below 
series view indicating the similarity level of 
Middle East issue, with Australia as its cente
time, and axis Y refers to the similarity value
similar and negative being different. Red lin
Fig. 2 shows that the relation similarity betw
USA gradually decreases from 1991 and be
from 2003, which can be explained upon th
that Australia dispatched the troops to Ira
United States in 2003, and the official part
(Missile Defense) of USA on December 
manner, we clarified that the incidents of a c
the change on the tendency of similarity, by 
similarity trend in a chronological order. 
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